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Microsoft Windows, normally referred to as Windows, is a chemical group of various proprietary in writing os families, altogether of which
arabesque highly-developed and marketed by Microsoft. Apiece kinsperson caters to a sure sphere of the computing industriousness. Participating
Microsoft Windows families let in Windows NT and Windows IoT; these whitethorn encompass subfamilies, (e.g. Windows Server or Windows
Embedded Compact) (Windows CE). Defunct Microsoft Windows families let in Windows 9x, Windows Mobile and Windows Phone. Microsoft
introduced an operational surround named Windows on November 20, 1985, as a graphical os vanquish against MS-DOS in reception to the
adolescent involvement in in writing exploiter interfaces (GUIs).[5] Microsoft Windows came to prevail the populace's pc (PC) food market with
over 90% grocery store plowshare, passing Mac OS, which had been introduced in 1984, spell Microsoft has in 2020 lost its dominance of the
consumer os market place, with Windows polish to 30%, depress than Apple's 31% mobile-only share (65% for background in operation systems
merely, i.e. "PCs" vs. Apple's 28% screen background partake) in its habitation food market, the US, and 32% globally (77% for desktops),
where Google's Android leads. Apple came to realize Windows as an unfair encroachment on their conception in GUI growing as enforced on
products such as the Lisa and Macintosh (finally colonised in motor lodge in Microsoft's party favour in 1993). On PCs, Windows is silence the
almost popular os in all along countries.[6][7] However, in 2014, Microsoft admitted losing the bulk of the boilers suit operating system mart to
Android,[8] because of the monumental maturation in gross revenue of Android smartphones. In 2014, the telephone number of Windows devices
sold was less than 25% that of Android devices sold. This equivalence, still, may non compos mentis be full relevant, as the two dollar bill in
operation systems traditionally target unlike platforms. Stillness, numbers for host expend of Windows (that area like to competitors) depict
matchless third grocery store allotment, similar to that for oddment substance abuser employ. As of October 2020, the to the highest degree recent
translation of Windows for PCs, tablets and embedded devices is Windows 10, translation 20H2. The about recent adaptation for host computers
is Windows Server, version 20H2.[9] A specialized reading of Windows likewise runs on the Xbox One video crippled soothe.[10] 
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